GARDEN
full of light

GARDEN AND FACADE LUMINAIRES

Where do we spend summer
evenings most often during
blossom season? Of course
in the gardens or on the terraces!
In summer It is worth to have a
pleasant rest on fresh air. During
the day the sun pampers us, and
in the evenings a company of
friends, good food and music
accompany us. In home gardens
and on balconies we can create
amazing mood thanks to
adequate lighting.
Let’s play with a light
in elegant style!
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MARINA
D6

D6

D6

D7
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The luminaire
is available in five variantsD7that allow for interesting
arrangements. We can place the Marina lumminaire on lawns near
the paths, mount on a wall of a building or hang on the ceiling with a chain.
The design of the luminaire fits perfectly the atmosphere of gardens
in restaurants and taverns, which are decorated by emission of a pleasant light.

D8
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574

289
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OS-MARINADA-00

167

167

OS-MARINAH-00

171

OS-MARINAP3-00
OS-MARINAUA-00

OS-MARINAP-00

213

647

OS-MARINAP3-00

209

OS-MARINAP-00

204

167

204

167

167

OS-MARINADA-00

167

OS-MARINAUA-00

OS-MARINAH-00

OS-MARINADA-00

5902801205583
750 g

OS-MARINAUA-00

5902801205637
max 20 W

OS-MARINAP-00

Aluminium / PC

black

1450 g

OS-MARINAP3-00

5902801205798
5902801205804

750 g
OS-MARINAH-00

inside
outside

5902801205743

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

171

E27

IP54

IK 06

2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

Marina fits the premises
designed as seaside taverns
and restaurants in retro
style, providing them
an idyllic touch.

MARMO

D7

This remarkable decoration
we meet more often in home
gardens and in green areas
of hotels and restaurants.
Globe shape of the luminaire
brings a hint of modernity
and natural, simple elegance.
Three sizes allow for various
arrangements and contrasting
compositions.

D8

The best place for
Marmo luminaires
ison lawns where
they provide soft
and pleasant light.

H

R

OS-MARMO25-00
OS-MARMO28-00

max 20 W

OS-MARMO38-00

inside
outside

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

E27

IP65

IK 05

R

H

125

230

812g

5902801211294

140

250

950g

5902801224706

190

350

1700g

5902801224683

-20°C
+35°C

3m

PE

VENTANA

653

220

120

Classic luminaire design brings
to mind long, summer evenings
with your family in garden
arbors or on terraces.
We can use for Ventana
different shape bulbs, both
traditional, as well as those with
LEDs that would additionally
make a decoration also during
the daytime.

220

120

120

OS-VENTANAH-00

OS-VENTANAUA-00

Ø1

13

122

OS-VENTANAH-00
Max 20 W
OS-VENTANAUA-00

inside
outside

MAX
20 W

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

E27

Aluminum,
tempered glass

IP54

IK 06

1312g

5902801225055

1140g

5902801282423

-20°C
+35°C

2,5 mm2

We can suspend Ventana
on a decorative chain
or mount on a wall.

FESTOON
HARNESS
To hang Garland on terrace roofings
or between trees is to be an
increasingly popular trend.
It is an alternative to traditional
lighting and at the same time
it is an unconventional decoration,
especially with LED Vintage bulbs.

By combining several
garlands (maximum 22)
we are getting amazing
light effect and all
around us is getting
a magic character.
R2,5
610

185

7500

560

LN
AE-GR610-10

inside
outside

max. 10 x 10W

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

10xE27

IP44

-20°C
+40°C

22

7,5 m

1812 g

H07RN-F
2x1,5mm2

5902801281242

TOSKANA
Classic Toscana design refers
to decorative fittings mounted
on the walls of houses furnished
in a countryside style and
surrounded by an idyllic
landscape. The luminaire with a
transparent lampshade on black
wall will complement this idyllic
atmosphere both during the
daytime and in the evening after
lighting up.

205

247

115

Toskana is adapted to
extreme temperature
(-20 ° C, + 35 ° C).

180

OS-TOS0DA-00

MAX

60 W

aluminium, PC

IP54

IK06

627 g

2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

5901867199171

GRANDE
A wall-mounted and standing luminaire will
be a perfect decoration in any green space.
With its universal colour and classic design,
the luminaire works well both in home and
restaurant gardens, creating a pleasant
atmosphere during summer evenings.

200

210

248

OS-GRA0DA-00

OS-GRA0DA-00

200

Three shapes of Grande
fixtures for multiple
arrangements - can be
fixed on the façade
or put on the lawn.

210

200

238

188

OS-GRA0UA-00

OS-GRA0UA-00

1000

OS-GRA00P-00

OS-GRA0DA-00
OS-GRA0UA-00

aluminium, PC

OS-GRA00P-00

E

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

IP54

IK06

2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

627 g

5901867199133

627 g

5901867199157

1020 g

5901867199119

OS-GRA00P-00

MILAN
The minimalist post-shaped luminaire makes
a stylish decoration for gardens, parks
and squares surrounding buildings.
Four sizes and shapes to arrange lighting
in multiple ways - on building façade and
on the ground. Façade fixtures are suitable
for parallel or slant mounting on the building
wall to make the arrangement even more
interesting. And the highest variant of Milan
fixtures seems an ideal choice for garden
and park alleys, driveways
and walking boulevards.

ø76

450

1000

ø76

ø76
ø120

OS-MILA45P-00

ø118
OS-MILA00A-00
OS-MILA00U-00
stainless steel, PC

502 g

5901867199218

358 g

5901867199195

OS-MILA10P-00

876 g

5901867199256

OS-MILA45P-00

463 g

5901867199232

MAX

40 W

IP54

IK06

2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

144

OS-MILA00A-00

inox

400

OS-MILA10P-00

OS-MILA45P-00

ø120

330

OS-MILA10P-00

ø76

OS-MILA00U-00

OS-MILA00A-00

OS-MILA00U-00

Milan luminaire blended
into the modern space
will enhance the evening
atmosphere for a nice
walk around the park
and blissful rest
in the garden.

DIEGO

ALFA
Alfa in-ground luminaire is a good
choice for spots such as a garage
entrance or pavement in front
of a building entrance to provide
glamorous illumination of outdoor
stairs. It will also work well in city parks,
restaurant gardens as well as terraces
in home gardens.

4

121

Ø10 5

Ø 84

Ø

ON-ALFAOGU10-06

Ø 100

6

Ø6

ON-ALFAOGU10-06

ON-ALFAKGU10-06

ON-ALFAOGU10-06

110

Ø80

ON-ALFAKGU10-06

ON-ALFAOGU10-06

ring - stainless steel, body - aluminium,
mounting box - PC

ON-ALFAKGU10-06
OS-DIEGOGU10-20

black
aluminium

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

IP65

grey

IK06

2,5 mm

2

-20°C
+35°C

5901867109934

700 g

5901867109958

ON-ALFAOGU10-06-MINI

5901867119889
ring - stainless steel, body - aluminium

330 g

OS-DIEGOGU10-80

E

5901867185716

500 g

370 g

ON-ALFAKGU10-06-MINI

5902801256493

E

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

MAX

50 W

IP67

5901867119896

IK10

2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

80

4

Ø 53

110

Ø 53

80

7

Ø84

7

4

320

121

Ø 100

Ø105

Ø 100

5

ON-ALFAKGU10-06

10

Ø1

12

8

ON-ALFAOGU10-06

Ø9

Alfa luminaires are
resistant to both low
and high temperatures.
They come in two shapes:
round and square.

12

The classic shape
of Diego luminaires
makes them a good
fit for many garden

66

In-ground luminaires are an easy way
for glamorous illumination of lawns,
parking lots and driveways in private
and urban space. The light beam
can be controlled and directed to any
spot: building’s façade, trees and plants.
Diego luminaires are made of aluminium
and feature a glass pane of increased
tightness. They are available in black
and grey.

Ø80

ON-ALFAKGU10-06

D4

D4

PARIS

VALLA

z czujnikiem ruchu

D6
D5

D5

A luminaire famous for its minimalist
design, an ideal fit for modern
construction. Available in colours that
refer to current architectural trends.
It comes in black or white, to go well
not only with the colour of the walls,
but also to the surroundings – window
frames, doors, external window sills
and other architectural elements.

Decorative LED Valla luminaire will
change any wall, adding to its
attractiveness. Its main advantage is easy
indoor and outdoor installation. Versatile
colours will blend in with all the D6
wall shades
- it will make a perfect impression on white
D6
and grey walls but will also be a not less
interesting decoration on walls featuring
D7
a non-standard structure.

D7

D7

D8

D8

D8

Paris luminaires are
designed for surface
mounting.They will make
a suitable choice for
ascetic façades that hate
splendour plus plenty
tiny details.

115

255

175

30

30

The modern Valla
luminaire comes in
two sizes: 115 and 175
mm long, and features
a robust aluminium
housing.

66

LD-VALLA8W-40

LD-PAR10W40-00

white
10 W

PC

LD-PAR10W40-10

inside
outside

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

5902801282065

4000 K

360˚ 2-8m IP54 IK 10

LD-VALLA8W-40
aluminium + glass

5902801282072

+5˚C
+30˚C

2,5 mm2

LD-VALLA8W-40

LD-VALLA12W-40

450 g
black

116

116

187

MAX

IP54

IK06

359 g

5902801205613

555 g

5902801203299

black

LD-VALLA12W-40

40 W

LD-VALLA12W-40

2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

TIAGO
Tiago is designed as lighting over
entrance and terrace doors.
External mounting of fixtures on both
sides of the door will create a decoration on
the wall that is painted merely white
or gray. Tiago is available in two color
variants: black and inox that fit not only
color trends, but also blend in the
facade - both in shape and color.

A regular shape
luminaire is an ideal
lighting solution for
any modern terrace.

LD-TIAGOGU10D-01KW

LD-TIAGOGU10D-01KW

LD-TIAGOGU10J-20KW

92

92

68

68

LD-TIAGOGU10D-20KW

LD-TIAGOGU10J-01KW

Aluminum,
tempered glass

LD-TIAGOGU10D-20KW

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

black
inox

GU10

IP54

5902801203305
5902801212352
bidirectional

LD-TIAGOGU10D-01KW

IK 06

275g

inox

2 x max 35 W

inside
outside

5902801211102
unidirectional

2,5 mm2

668g
5902801203329

80

black
max 35 W

152

LD-TIAGOGU10J-20KW

BALEO

120

300

153

The minimalist design of the luminaire
will work well on bright façades of
buildings surrounded by greenery, which
makes it a perfect choice for modern
facilities located near parks, squares and
gardens. Baleo luminaires will also bring
a decorative touch, illuminating the area
around the house. They are made
of aluminium and tempered glass,
available in grey.

Ø65
Ø108

Ø65
116,5
LD-BA2GU10-0M

116,5

175

LD-BA2GU10-0M

LD-BALE27-00

LD-BALGU10-0S

LD-BA2E27-00

LD-BALE27-00
205

LD-BA2E27-00

Ø108

LD-BA2E27-00

2 x max 40 W

900 g 5901867136930

175

400 g

5901867136893

LD-BALGU10-0S

300 g

5901867136879

600 g

5901867136916

bidirectional
LD-BA2GU10-0M
LD-BALGU10-0S

2 x max 10 W
1 x max 10 W

aluminium alloy
+ tempered glass

grey
unidirectional

LD-BALE27-00

E

AC
220-240 V
50-60 Hz

IP54

1 x max 40 W

IK06

2,5 mm2

-20°C
+35°C

Baleo wall-mounted LED
fixtures come in four
sizes, with unidirectional
and bidirectional lighting,
to make them suitable for
multiple arrangements
and control illumination
of building front.

This product catalogue has been compiled by GTV Poland. Given the continuous improvement of our
offer, to keep pace with the market and legal requirements, GTV Poland reserves the right to make
changes to the presented range of products. This publication is not an offer within the meaning of
the Civil Code. The actual range of products may differ from reference photographs and drawings
in the publication. GTV Poland reserves the right to make changes and bears no responsibility for
printing errors.
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